ABSTRACT The existing continuous nearest neighbor query algorithms of moving objects in road networks do not consider any traffic rule and assume that the speed of moving objects is constant and the topology of road networks never change. However, in real road networks, the object's speed and the road network's structure change frequently Hence, these would make the existing methods ineffective when applying to the real-world road network environment To overcome the aforementioned disadvantages, we propose a Data Modeling approach of Road Networks with traffic rules (called DMRN R ) and design a novel Expanding Tree-based Continuous k Nearest Neighbors algorithm (abbreviate for ExTCKNN) that can be well adopted to the actual road network environment. The algorithm consists of three steps: 1) it obtains the query results to store using DMRN R in the initial phase; 2) it maintains the data model of road networks by monitoring the real-time change information; and 3) the results are generated according to the submitted query with the updated data model and the latest state of moving objects The merit of the proposed algorithm lies in that it queries the nearest neighbors by taking the movements of the moving object and the variety of the road networks into consideration Extensive experiments are conducted and the experimental results demonstrate a significant improvement of the proposed method when compared with conventional solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile computing, a large number of applications based on moving objects have emerged, such as spatial databases, geographic information, intelligent transportation system [1] , [30] and etc. These applications require highly efficient spatio-temporal query [1] - [5] , [15] , [16] , [24] , [25] . Among them, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) query is a basic problem in the research field of moving object database, and it has received extensive attention from researchers [5] , [8] . For example, the users in the intelligent transportation system want to get the query results: (1) The taxi driver wants to get the 5-nearest passengers to take a taxi. ( 2) The marching driver needs the 3-nearest ambulances to get help.
Previous literature of kNN query focuses on the static data. As the relevant applications proliferate, many extended studies have emerged. Continuous k Nearest Neighbor query (CkNN) [9] - [14] , [19] , [20] , [30] , [31] is one of the most important extensions. It refers to the query that can continuously return the latest k nearest neighbors of the given query object in real time.
Some algorithms have been proposed for CkNN query in road networks [1] , [6] - [9] , [17] , but these methods are designed to deal with continuous nearest neighbor queries of static objects, that is, the query object remains stationary.
Mouratidis et al. [12] propose the Incremental Monitoring Algorithm (IMA) to process CkNN query in mobile environments with moving states; Huang et al. [13] propose a Continuous kNN algorithm, which can determine the kNN set of the query object at each time point. Fan et al. [22] propose an Object Candidate Processing (OCP) algorithm based on the moving state of the object model. Shen et al. [30] design a novel kNN search algorithm using V-Tree which can support dynamical updates of moving objects by pruning large numbers of irrelevant vertices in the road network. Bok et al. [31] propose a method to process the continuous k-NN query in the grid environments efficiently.
Although some works focus on the CkNN in the road networks, it is hard to apply these approaches in the real-world transportation networks due to the following three reasons.
(1) The traffic rules of road networks will greatly affect the distance between objects, so it is very important to consider traffic rules for kNN query in road network. However, unfortunately, the existing approaches do not take the traffic rules into consideration, so they cannot obtain correct query results in the real-world road networks. Consider the following example. Example 1: As shown in Fig. 1 , moving objects o i are marked by black spots, the query point q is marked by a red spot, and the arrows indicate the road directions. For each road e i , the length is enclosed in the corresponding round bracket.
According to the previous algorithms, for example, IMA algorithm [12] , the network distance is 10m from o 1 to o 2 . However, the network distance should be 70m according to the traffic rules.
The proposed algorithm in this paper takes traffic rules into account, including the directions of moving objects at road intersections, the speed limitations of the roads, road rules (i.e., one-way or two-way) and so on.
(2) The current approaches can only deal with the situation when the moving objects keep unmoved or move at a uniform speed, and the network topology of the transportation networks does not change as well. Unfortunately, in the realworld road networks, the rate of the moving objects usually varies continuously, the topology of the road network changes dynamically due to traffic management and other factors. For example, the traffic management departments will change some two-way to one-way roads during rush hours.
(3) The natural discreteness of position updating makes the kNN of query object unknown between two consecutive update timestamps. It will make the existing algorithms unable to return valid results between two consecutive update timestamps [32] .
To overcome the limitations of the aforementioned methods, we design a new Data Model of Road Network with traffic Rules (DMRN R ) for the real-world mobile environment. By utilizing DMRN R model, an Expanding Tree-based Continuous k Nearest Neighbor monitoring algorithm (ExTCKNN) in the road network is proposed. A comparison between the ExTCKNN and existing studies is shown in Table 1 . There are three essential phases in the proposed ExTCKNN algorithm. First, ExTCKNN gets the initial nearest neighbor set of the query object by expanding from the query object in the initialization phase. Second, the monitoring phase is proposed to maintain the expanding tree by updating the corresponding moving objects, query objects, and road. Finally, when a new query is submitted, the algorithm returns the latest kNN objects of the query object from the expanding tree in the query phase.
The main contributions of the paper are concluded as follows:
(1) A new Data Model of Road Network with traffic Rules (DMRN R ) is proposed to store road network information and query results. The rules of the road network and the updated status of moving objects are considered in the model, which achieves better performance in practice.
(2) A continuous k nearest neighbor monitoring algorithm based on DMRN R model is proposed. It can process the changes of mobile objects and road networks efficiently.
(3) The proposed algorithm is evaluated by an extensive simulation. We also compare our results with those using the existing solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work in continuous kNN query. The descriptions of the data model and preliminary symbols are presented in Section III. Section IV shows the initial phase of our proposed ExTCKNN algorithm. Section V introduces the monitoring phase of the ExTCKNN algorithm. Section VI VOLUME 6, 2018 evaluates the performance of our proposed methods with a set of simulation experiments in a real road network. Section VII concludes the paper with a summary and directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Continuous kNN queries over moving objects in road networks have been widely studied in the last few years [23] , [26] , [27] . Chen [18] models the road network by a Probabilistic Time-dependent Graph (PT-Graph), whose roads are associated with uncertain delay functions. In addition, a query algorithm in the PT-Graph, called a Trip Planner Query (TPQ), is proposed. The query retrieves trip plans that traverse a set of query points in PT-Graph, having the minimum traveling time with high confidence. Zhao et al. [11] propose an algorithm, called Voronoi CKNN (VCKNN), by using the Voronoi diagram for CKNN. There is no need to segment the query path in this approach. Hence, it improves the overall performance. Liao et al. [29] tackle two problems in the query by using overlay graph-based indices: (1) redundant calculations are produced because of the uncertainty of the objects' locations during the query process; (2) the distribution of the moving objects has been neglected. Two novel algorithms, Object-Last (OL) and Guide-Forest (GF), are proposed to boost the performance of kNN queries by revisiting the structure of the overlay graphs. The OL algorithm reduces half of the searching space through optimizing the overlay graph structure based on the objects' distribution. The GF algorithm adds the guidance information into the overlay graph structure and searches on a heterogeneous graph composed of both the original graph and the overlay graph.
Many works focus on the continuous nearest neighbor query of moving objects when the query object keeps moving while the moving objects remain stationary. Delling et al. [17] propose partition-based shortest-path algorithms to answer kNN queries such as which one is the closest restaurant or the best post office to stop on the way home. They also provide various trade-offs between indexing effort and query time. The most flexible variant of this algorithm allows the road network to change frequently. Cho et al. [9] propose a unique continuous searching algorithm (UNICONS) to improve the performance of CkNN queries. The algorithm consists of the following steps: (1) the path of the query object is divided into sub-paths according to the intersection of the road network; (2) the kNN set of two endpoints of each sub-path is calculated; (3) finally, kNN set of the query object is obtained from the union of the kNN sets of two endpoints on each sub-path. These algorithms assume that only the query objects move continuously in the road network. When all objects change their location over time, the performance will decrease significantly.
Some works focus on studying the CkNN query when the query objects and moving objects keep moving. Huang et al. [13] propose a CkNN algorithm, to present the distance between the query object and the moving object as an equation. It divides the time interval into subintervals which determine the changes of the kNN set of the query object. Fan et al. [22] propose an Object Candidate Processing (OCP) algorithm based on the moving state of the object model. In the pruning phase, the algorithm prunes the objects which cannot be the kNN query result within a given time interval. In the refining phase, the subintervals of the given time interval are determined where the certain kNN query results are obtained. Shen et al. [30] propose a new index, V-Tree, which has two salient features. V-Tree is a balanced search tree and can support efficient kNN search. Additionally, it can support dynamical updates of moving objects. They also design a novel kNN search algorithm using the borders to efficiently compute k nearest objects, which can deal with kNN search on a large number of online queries in road networks. Kyoungsoo et al. [31] propose a new continuous k-NN query processing method called Pattern Based k-NN (PB-kNN) extending the basic kNN processing concept proposed in [19] for efficiently sharing and transmitting multimedia data in LBS. The proposed method utilizes the Distance Relation Patterns (DRP) for processing a continuous kNN query efficiently. DRP is a list of relative coordinates sorted by the distance between a point in a cell and other cells in ascending order so that they process a kNN query by visiting the cells sequentially.
However, these existing CkNN algorithms in road networks have the following disadvantages. First, traffic rules are not be considered. Second, the algorithms construct the data model based on the assumption that the moving speed and direction of objects and the topology of road networks will not change during the movement. However, it is not always the case in reality. Finally, the existing algorithms are unable to return valid results between two consecutive update timestamps because of the natural discreteness of position updating.
To overcome the issues of the methods mentioned above, an effective CkNN query algorithm is proposed in this study. In the mobile environment all the objects (including query objects) are continuously moving in the road network with traffic rules and the algorithm performs well on CkNN query processing
III. DATA MODEL OF ROAD NETWORKS WITH TRAFFIC RULES (DMRN R )
A. kNN QUERY IN ROAD NETWORKS WITH TRAFFIC RULES Definition 1 (k Nearest Neighbor query, kNN) [25] : Given a set of moving objects O and a query object q, a kNN query returns a set O with k objects(O ⊆ O), so for any object
where dist(q, p) represents the distance between two moving objects p and q. In the road network, dist(q, p) is the sum of the road weights of the shortest path between p and q.
In existing kNN query methods, the data model of road networks is viewed as an undirected graph where dist(p, q) = dist(q, p), which means that the distances from p to q and q to p are identical. However, this is not applicable for moving objects in the road networks due to the restrictions of traffic rules, such as one-way or no sign of the left turn. Let us consider another example.
Example 2: As observed in Fig. 1 Therefore, the distances discussed in this study are those from query object q to target objects o, which means only dist(q,o) has been considered. Nevertheless, the proposed method can be readily applied in cases of dist(o, q).
k NN query in road networks with traffic rules are defined as follows:
Definition 2 (kNN Query in Road Networks With Traffic Rules): Given road networks with traffic rules, a moving object set O, and query object q, kNN query returns an object set O ⊆ O with k objects under traffic rules, so for any object r ∈ O and p ∈ (O-O ), O satisfies Formula 2:
where dist (q, p) refers to the network distance from query object q to target object p based on traffic rules. Note that dist (q, p) = dist (p, q).
B. MODEL OF ROAD NETWORKS
The proposed model of road networks could describe the following characteristics:
• Moving pattern of the moving object: all objects in road networks move freely based on traffic rules.
• Updating information regarding the moving object: when there are some changes of objects (eg., the speed or the road it is in), updated information that contains object ID, previous location, current location, and speed will be sent to the server.
• Status of road networks: dynamically updating topological structure and weights of roads. In this paper, roads, road intersections, moving objects, and query information are modeled using four different models, respectively.
1) ROAD MODEL
The model of road (T road ) is a six-element group (rid, <n s , n e >, <w p , w n >, <s pmax , s nmax >, S obj , e.IL). Herein, rid refers to the ID of the road, n s and n e refer to the starting and end points of the road respectively, w p and w n refer to road weights in the positive and negative directions, respectively, s pmax and s nmax refer to the upper limits of speed in positive and negative directions, respectively, S obj refers to the current moving object set on this road, and e.IL refers to the list of query objects q affected by this road ({<q, n, d>}), n is either n s or n e , d is a number describing the affecting range of road on query object q. For instance, d = 100 indicates that all objects within 100m from n are included in the k nearest neighbor set of q.
Example 3: If the length of the road is represented by its weight, the model of road n 1 n 2 in Fig. 1 is described as follows:
(e 1 , <n 1 , n 2 >, <150m, 150m>, <15m/s, 12m/s>,
In real road networks, the road intersection can reflect the traffic rules for moving objects at this node. Hence, the model of road intersection is defined as follows:
The model of road intersection (T node ) is a two-tuples (conid, rules). Herein, conid refers to the id of this intersection, rules refer to traffic rules set at this intersection, which can be described by the four-tuples <RoadID from , END from , RoadID to , END to >. In other words, rules can be defined by:
RoadID from and RoadID to represent the id of roads that the moving object is leaving and entering, respectively. END from reflects whether the moving object left RoadID from from the endpoint n e : if yes, END from = 1; if no, END from = 0. END to reflects whether the moving object entered RoadID to from the endpoint n e : if yes, END to = 1; if no, END to = 0.
Example 4: The intersection n 2 in Fig. 1 can be described by:
where the rule <e 2 , 0, e 1 , 1> reflects that objects can enter the end point of e1 from the start point of e2, that is, the right turn rule labeled 1 in Fig. 1 .
3) MOVING OBJECTS MODEL
The model of moving object (T obj ) is a five-tuples (oid, e j , t u , dist, v i ). Herein, oid refers to the id of this moving object, e j refers to the road where the object moves in, t u refers to the time of the last update for this object, dist refers to the distance from this object to e j . n s (the starting point of the road it is located in at moment t u ), v i refers to the speed of this object at time t u . A positive speed means it is moving from the starting point to the endpoint and a negative speed means it is moving from the endpoint to the starting point. Example 5: o 1 and o 2 in Fig. 1 can be described by the following moving object model:
4) MODEL OF QUERY OBJECT q
A query model (T query ) is used for store the information of query objects. Meanwhile, query objects also are moving objects. Therefore, besides storage of information VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Road networks and kNN query.
about moving object for each q, it is also used for store the current kNN set of q (represented by q.kNN), the distance to the kith nearest neighbor of q (represented by q.kNN_dist) and the query expanding tree (T q ). For example, in the road network shown in Fig.2 , the 4NN set of the query object q is {p1, p2, p3, p4}, and the distances from q to them are 23, 32, 42, 50, respectively. The objects p5 and p6 do not belong to the 4NN set of q. The expanding tree can be involved in the monitoring phase of the query process to reduce the cost of re-calculating k nearest neighbor. The establishment and maintenance algorithms will be discussed in the next section. Table 2 summarizes symbols and definitions involved in this study.
IV. INITIALIZATION PHASE OF EXTCKNN QUERY ALGORITHM
A. EXPANDING TREE Based on the above models, we propose a novel Expanding Tree-based CkNN query algorithm for the moving object in road networks. The expanding tree of the query object is defined as follows:
Definition 3: Expanding Tree (T q ) of query object q is a tree structure that satisfies the following requirements:
• q is the root of this tree; • All inner nodes involved are network nodes that can be reached from q;
• All leaf nodes involved are network nodes or the location of the road that can be reached from q;
• The shortest network distance from q to any node is no longer than the distance to the kth nearest neighbor of q (q.kNN_dist);
• All successive nodes of any node involved can be reached directly from this node, except for the leaf nodes. Fig. 3 shows the expanding tree of query object q obtained based on road networks and 4NN query in Fig. 2 . Herein, the network distance from q to object p 4 (q.kNN_dist) is 50. As we can see, the red line is the leaf node of this tree and the dashed line and nodes below this line (n 3 , n 5 , n 6 , n 8 , n 12 ) do not belong to this tree. The dashed line and those nodes are presented to clarify the road where leaf nodes are. Meanwhile, the red dots other than q (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) and p 6 do not belong to this tree. They are presented to clarify the location of the k nearest neighbors corresponding to q. The number in the bracket close to the nodes refers to the shortest network distance from q to this node. As shown in Fig. 3 , leaf nodes can either be intersections in road networks (e.g., n 9 in Fig. 3 ) or a random location on roads (e.g., other leaf nodes in Fig. 3 except n 9 ). The leaf nodes below n 11 refer to the divided locations on Road n 11 n 12 that are 10m away from n 11 .
We can obtain the following lemma based on the definition of the expanding tree:
Lemma 1: There are k and only k moving objects in the expanding tree of the query object q and all moving objects belong to the k nearest neighbor set of q (q.kNN).
Proof: Assume there are k moving objects in the expanding tree: If k > k, then there should be at least one moving object o that satisfies dist(q, o) > q.kNN_dist. According to the definition of the expanding tree, o is not supposed to be in the expanding tree. Therefore, k > k is invalid. If k < k, then there must be at least one moving object o in the kNN set of q that satisfies dist(q, o) ≤ q.kNN _dist and o is outside the expanding tree. According to the definition of the expanding tree, distance from q to leaf nodes in the expanding tree is q.kNN_dist and distance from q to o outside the expanding tree will be longer than q.kNN_dist. In other words, dist(q, o) > q.kNN _dist. Hence, k < k is not valid.
In summary, k = k is the only possible case. Hence, there are k and only k moving objects in the expanding tree of query object q.
If o in the expanding tree does not belong to q.kNN, then dist(q, o) > q.kNN _dist. According to the definition of the expanding tree, this object should be outside the expanding tree. Hence, all objects in the expanding tree are in the k nearest neighbor set of q.
Additionally, the object moves continuously, and objects in the expanding tree are most possibly viewed to be the k nearest neighbor of q for the next query. This provides knowledge for continuous monitoring of nearest neighbors. Therefore, maintenance of expanding tree is required during the monitoring phase so that the k nearest neighbor set of the query object can be obtained by the expanding tree.
B. INITIALIZED k NEAREST NEIGHBOR RESULT SET AND EXPANDING TREE
Upon the submission of a new kNN query request, the initialized results will be obtained by the proposed expanding tree-based CkNN (ExTCKNN) algorithm. In the initialization phase, the ExTCKNN involves the Dijkstra-based algorithm [28] . Starting from q, the road network is expanded along moving directions of q and the expanding process terminates when the distance from the network node to q exceeds q.kNN_dist. Meanwhile, an expanding tree of q is established, and the list of the affected roads in T road is updated.
Since part of the roads in the road network affects the results of q, the proposed algorithm only stores part of the road information that affects the query using partial_roads. Additionally, during the expanding process, the current shortest network distance from q to node n i is recorded as L(n i ). Meanwhile, the current shortest network distance from q to the moving object o i encountered during the expanding process is recorded using min heap O encounter . It is worthwhile to notice that, o i may not be in the expanding tree of q. For instance, it may be located on the dashed line shown in Fig. 3 .
The initialization phase of the ExTCKNN algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, the proposed road network model and query object q are set as inputs. First, in lines 1-3, min heap H node used for storage of road intersections and set of moving objects (O encounter ) encountered during the expanding process are initialized to be null and the root node of expanding tree is defined as q. The shortest distances from q to all nodes in the road network are set to ∞. Then, line 4 expands q to the end point of the current road by calling Function1-1. In lines 5-6, q.kNN_dist is updated based on the current k nearest neighbor set of q. If k objects have been identified, the k nearest neighbor set is confirmed, and the algorithm terminates.
Algorithm 1 ExTCKNN_InitkNN(q)
Input: T road , T node , T obj , query object q Output: query model T query , O encounter Steps:
//Function1-1, expand q to end point of the current road 5) if q.kNN.length= k then 6) { Update(q.kNN, q.kNN_dist); return;} //Update the distance to the kth nearest neighbor 7) ExtendNodes(H node ); // Functions 1-2 will be clarified below 8) for each node n ∈ T q do 9) if V(n) = false then 10) DeleteNodeFromT(T q ); 11) for each road n i n j ∈partial_roads do
AddIL(n i n j , q, n i , splitnode); } Otherwise, line 7 expands nodes in H node by applying Function1-2. Fig. 3 shows the final expanding tree, which contains n 3 , n 5 , n 6 , n 8 , n 12 , and these nodes should be deleted as they do not belong to the expanding tree (line 10). In Lines 11-14, we obtain the split location of each road in partial_roads and insert it into T q as the leaf node, that is the red-labeled roads in Fig. 3 . 
Function1-1 expands q to the end point of the road. Lines 1-4 obtain node v along the moving direction of q according to the speed of q and store the road qv into partial_roads. Line 5 inserts v, whose parent node is q, into the expanding tree and heap H node and record the shortest network distance from q to v. Line 6 adds moving objects on Road qv into the k nearest neighbor set of q until k objects are in the set. Objects o on road qv are inserted to O encounter with the distance from q to o is as key.
Function1-2 is used for expanding of nodes in H node . Line 1 gets node n with the minimum key in H node . If the key of node n is below q.kNN_dist, Lines 2-17 expand the tree from n. Herein, Lines 4-5 identifies the road from n to its father node in T q and delete it from partial_roads because all sections of this road affect query q. Lines 6-16 investigate all adjacent nodes n adj of n(except its father node). Line 8 updates the query results (q.kNN and q.kNN_dist, an update of q.kNN_dist is only triggered in the presence of k objects in q.kNN) and O encounter based on information about moving objects on Road nn adj .
Function 1-2 ExtendNodes(H node
2) while n.key< q.kNN_dist do { 3) V (n) ←true; 4) e ←road(FindFather(T q , n), n); // Assume e is the road from the father node of n in T q to n. 5) AddIL(e,q,e.n s , e.n e ); Delete(partial_roads, e); 6) for each adjacent node n adj of n do{ 7)
Insert(partial_roads, n, n adj );
if V (n adj )=false then { // if n adj has not been detected 10) dist=L(n) + nn adj .w;
11)
if FindNode(H node , n adj ) = null || (FindNode (H node , n adj )!=null && IsTurnAround(FindNode(H node , n adj ), n adj )) then { // Determine whether n adj should be inserted into H node 12) Insert(T q , n, n adj );
UpdateFather(T q , n, n adj ); // Update father node of n adj in expanding tree T q to be n 16) L(n adj ) =dist; UpdateKey(H node , n adj ,dist);} // Update key of n adj in H node to be dist } } 17) n ←ExtractMin(H node ); } Lines 9-16 insert unexpanded node n adj into H node and T q and the key is the shortest network distance from q to this node via n. As turning around is allowed on roads, n 2 → n 1 → n 2 could be observed in the expanding tree. Hence, it should be determined whether it is a turning around case in presence of n adj in the expanding tree. Specifically, it should be determined whether nodes between the added n adj and the to-be-added n adj are symmetric: if yes, n adj is added; if no, n adj is abandoned. Line 11 is responsible for this process. If n adj has been inserted into H node , its key is updated to the current shortest network distance. The expanding process terminates when the key (i.e., dist(q, n)) of node n extracted by Line 17 from H node is no smaller than q.kNN_dist. Lemma 2: Let n denote the number of nodes extended in the expanding tree during the maintenance phase, and m mean the average number of roads that are connected to each node. Then the computational complexity to maintain the expanding tree is O(n × m).
Proof: Lines 2-17 in Function1-2 is used to extend the expanding tree, which consists of two layers of loops, because the number of extended nodes is n, then the outer loop executes n times, and the inner loop (lines 6-16) examines the adjacent nodes of each extended node, so the inner loop runs for m times, and each operation in the inner loop can be done in constant time. Therefore, the time complexity of the Function1-2 is O(n × m), that is, the time complexity to maintain the expanding tree is O(n × m).
By analyzing Algorithm 1, we can get the time complexity of the initialization phase of ExTCKNN as follows:
Lemma 3: The time complexity of the initialization phase of ExTCKNN is the same to the time complexity to maintain the expanding tree, and it is O(n × m);
Proof: the Function1-1(line 4) in Algorithm 1 can be completed in a constant time, that is, the time complexity of
Function1-1 is O(1). The Function1-2(line 7) is used to maintain the expanding tree, and the time complexity is O(n×m).
Assume that there are n nodes in the expanding tree, then the time complexity of the lines 8-10 is O(n ). If there are m road in partial_roads, the time complexity of lines 11-14 is O(m ). Therefore, the computational complexity of the algorithm1 is
As shown in Fig. 2 , the nodes n 1 , n 2 , n 7 , n 11 are expanded and V (n 1 ), V (n 2 ), V (n 7 ), V (n 11 ) are true after executing Algorithm 1. T q is established with a breadth priority and for every node n in H node , L(n) is equivalent to n.key. The key value of object o stored in O encounter is defined as the shortest network distance from q to o. Although some objects in O encounter are not currently considered as k nearest neighbor objects, it is possible to be included in the k nearest neighbor set during the next update period through the continuous monitoring process. They can accelerate the query process; thus, O encounter should be modified during the continuous monitoring process.
V. k NEAREST NEIGHBOR MONITORING ALGORITHM FOR MOVING OBJECT IN ROAD NETWORKS
After the initialization phase, k nearest neighbor set of query object q is obtained, and continuous monitoring is applied in this set during the query process. In the real-world cases, both moving objects and roads may dynamically change, and the processing method of updating of moving objects (except for query object) is proposed as follows.
A. UPDATING OF MOVING OBJECT
Assume that the update information of a moving object o includes oid(o.oid) and its latest location information (including the new road e new and the distance from starting point of this road). The model of road networks should be updated according to moving object updates.
1) UPDATE MISSION OF MOVING OBJECT
For moving object updates, the proposed data model of road networks should be updated:
• Update road model (T road ): identify the road e j containing o according to o.oid and T obj , delete o from the object list of e j , and add it into that of e new ;
• Update object model (T obj ): update the information of o in T obj according to its current location on e new .
• Update O encounter and query model (T query ): the update of the query model is the key task and will be described below.
2) PATTERNS OF MOVING OBJECT UPDATE
The updating phase of moving objects can be classified into several patterns as given in Example 6: Example 6: In Fig. 2 , the 4NN of q that has been initialized by Algorithm 1 is completely included in q's expanding tree. At the next updating operation, locations of p 4 , p 5 , p 6 are updated in three patterns.
• Pattern 1 (moving in and leaving the expanding tree): p 6 moves towards n 12 but is still outside the expanding tree;
• Pattern 2 (leaving the expanding tree): p 4 moves towards n 5 and leaves the expanding tree;
• Pattern 3 (entering the expanding tree): p 5 moves from n 13 n 1 to n 1 n 2 . Pattern 1 includes the case that the moving object is in the expanding tree before and after updates. 
3) PROCESSING OF MOVING OBJECT UPDATE
An object updates at a specific moment may involve all three patterns. In these cases, the initial output O encounter of k nearest neighbor of query q should be maintained, besides updating k nearest neighbor results of q.
a: O encounter MAINTENANCE
O encounter is responsible for storing moving objects encountered during the establishment of the expanding tree. The roads that contain the objects of O encounter affect the query q (i.e., roads in e.IL that contains q). Therefore, we only need to determine whether the updated objects are in these road sets, which implies the maintenance is determined by the fact whether e.IL of the road which the update objects are in contains q. Two situations may be observed:
(1) The objects are in the affecting road set before and after an update, o has been in O encounter , and the expanding tree contains partially, if not completely, the road where updated o is in. Herein, the latest distance of the object is determined based on the distance from this object to its father node in the expanding tree and the key value of its father node and heap O encounter is updated. An example is the update of p 6 in the above case.
(2) The objects enter or leave the affecting road set after update (Pattern 2 and 3 in the above case). Herein, the object is either inserted to or removed from O encounter .
b: T query MAINTENANCE
T query maintenance depends on the relation between the updated objects number of Pattern 2 (Num exit ) and Pattern 3 (Num enter ). Let O exited and O entered are the objects sets of Pattern 2 and Pattern 3, respectively.
(1) When Num exit ≤ Num enter , there are at least k moving objects in the current expanding tree of q and, the distance from q to these objects is no longer than q.kNN_dist. So the latest k nearest neighbor of q are still in the expanding tree. Herein, k nearest neighbor candidate set of q is q.kNN +O entered −O exited and all objects in this set are currently in O encounter . Therefore, the following two steps should be executed:
• Obtaining a kNN set: as O encounter is a minimum heap, the first k objects in O encounter are the latest k nearest neighbor of query object q;
• Expanding tree compression: the expanding tree should be updated because the distance from q to its latest kth neighbor is no larger than q.kNN_dist, for instance, the case mentioned above. The red labeled in the expanding tree shown in Fig. 4 will move towards the root to obtain the expanding tree in Fig. 5 .
FIGURE 5.
The expanding tree after 3 objects update.
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(2) When Num exit >Num enter , the number of the objects in the expanding tree with distances no larger than q.kNN_dist are less than k and all objects in q.kNN + O entered − O exited are supposed to be in the expanding tree. Also, these objects are supposed to be the k nearest neighbors of q and in O encounter . Therefore, two steps should be executed as follows:
• Obtaining a kNN set: the first k objects extracted from O encounter are the latest k nearest neighbor of q.
• The expanding tree is further expanded: if the number of objects in O encounter is below k, the expanding tree is expanded by Function 1-2 to expand the searching area. Herein, H node is initialized using the red labeled nodes (i.e., leaf nodes in T q ) (see Fig. 3 ) and obtain the latest expanding tree and O encounter accordingly. The cost for k nearest neighbor calculation is reduced as information of previous expanding tree has been used. Notably, leaf nodes may move toward the lower level of the expanding tree in this case.
B. UPDATING OF THE QUERY OBJECT 1) UPDATING PATTERNS OF QUERY OBJECT
According to the new location of query object q (q new ), updates can be classified as:
• Pattern 1: query object exits the expanding tree. It means q new is outside the expanding tree.
• Pattern 2: query object moves in the expanding tree. It indicates q new is in the expanding tree.
2) PROCESSING OF QUERY OBJECT EXITS EXPANDING TREE
Example 7: In Fig. 2 , q moves to n 5 n 4 . In this case, n 5 n 4 is outside the current expanding tree (see Fig. 3 ) and the latest k nearest neighbor of q cannot be calculated based on the current expanding tree and O encounter . Instead, q is deleted from e.IL of all roads in the expanding tree and, its k nearest neighbor is re-initialized by calling Algorithm 1.
3) PROCESSING OF QUERY OBJECT MOVES IN EXPANDING TREE
Example 8: In Fig. 2 , q moves to the road n 1 n 7 . In this case, q new is on the road n 1 n 7 and, the latest k nearest neighbor of q new can still be calculated based on sub-trees with q new as the root. After the query object updated, the maintenance of the road model, O encounter and k nearest neighbor results, shall be achieved by the ExTCKNN algorithm. The maintenance process is as follows:
a: MODIFICATION OF ROAD MODEL (T road )
The query object q should be deleted from e.IL of roads that do not affect the query after q is updated. Herein, only those roads that are not in sub-trees with q new as the root (e.g., n 1 n 2 and n 1 n 11 in Fig. 3 ) shall be identified so that q is deleted from e.IL of these roads.
b: MAINTENANCE OF O encounter
First, objects that do not belong to sub-trees with q new as the root are deleted from O encounter . Then, distances of objects left in O encounter are updated. Specifically, the updated distance equals to the previous distance minus displacement distance of q.
c: MAINTENANCE OF THE QUERY MODEL (T query )
According to the expanding tree, all objects in sub-trees with q new as the root are still k nearest neighbors of q new in this case. After maintenance of O encounter , updating information of these objects are stored in O encounter . Also, objects in O encounter that were not k nearest neighbors of q are highly possible to become k nearest neighbors of q new , and they are superior to objects not in O encounter . So the following steps are executed:
(1) add first k objects in O encounter into the updated k nearest neighbor set; (2) if objects in O encounter are less than k, sub-trees with q new as the root are expanded by calling Function 1-2. Herein, information of these sub-trees should be updated at first: distances from q new to nodes in the sub-tree are modified and H node is initialized using leaf nodes of this sub-tree. Further expanding based on that results in the updated expanding tree.
C. UPDATING OF ROAD NETWORKS 1) ANALYSIS OF ROAD UPDATE PROCESSING
The update operation of road networks are mainly updates of road weights. For instance, a road can be set as one-way by defining the forbidden road weight as ∞. Hence, this study focuses on the update of road weights. Additionally, updating e i will affect the query results only when these roads are in the expanding tree.
2) PROCESSING OF ROAD WEIGHT UPDATES
The update operation of road weights in the expanding tree can be classified into two categories:
a: DECREASING ROAD WEIGHT, SUCH AS n 1 n 11 IN Fig. 2 This update may lead to cases where objects that do not belong to the expanding tree (e.g., p 6 on n 11 n 12 ) enter the expanding tree and replace other objects in k nearest neighbors set. For objects in other subtrees in T q (except for n 1 n 11 and sub-trees with n 11 as the root), both the shortest paths and shortest distances from q to them may vary. However, variations are only observed for objects on sub-trees with n as root in T q , where dist(q, n) > dist(q, n 11 ). Hence, when the weight of n 1 n 11 is reduced, the following steps are executed:
(1) delete sub-trees with n (dist(q,n)>dist(q,n 11 )) as root from T q , delete q from IL of roads contained in these subtrees, and delete affected objects in O encounter ; (2) update key of all objects and nodes on sub-tree with n 11 as the root and modify objects information in O encounter accordingly; (3) initialize H node using leaf nodes of the current expanding tree and expand the expanding tree by employing Function 1-2. Fig. 2 Herein, the distance from q to o on n 1 n 7 should be modified as the current distance plus weight variations. The shortest paths and distances from q to the object on roads in sub-tree with n 7 as the root will be affected as these objects can be reached from q without passing through n 1 n 7 . Therefore, sub-tree with n 7 as the root in the expanding tree should be deleted and, the expanding tree should be expanded by calling Function 1-2.
b: INCREASING ROAD WEIGHT, SUCH AS n 1 n 7 IN

D. CONTINUOUS k NEAREST NEIGHBOR MONITORING ALGORITHM OF ExTCKNN
In real-world cases, the three pattern updates can be observed at any update moment. Herein, S o , S r , S q denote the updated objects set, the updated roads set, and the updated query objects set transmitted to the central server at a specific update moment, respectively. The proposed nearest neighbor monitoring algorithm for moving objects in road networks is introduced as follows: Assume two cases for transmission of moving object update information in road networks: the moving object moves from one road to another and speed of moving object significantly varies. If the object o has no significant variations of moving speed, it is considered to move on the previous road in o .v i , which is close to the speed at the last update moment (o .t u ) and variations of the object can be calculated accordingly.
1) CONTINUOUS MONITORING ALGORITHM
Based on the description above, our proposed ExTCKNN algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. First, update the location of the object in T obj (Line 2). Then, check whether the query object q leaves T q : if yes, re-initiate and re-calculate k nearest neighbor of q using Algorithm 1 (Line 3) without considering other update information; if no, updates of roads affecting the query are processed from those with reducing weights to those with increasing weights. Then, an update of query object q is processed as described in Section V.B, followed by a pruning of the expanding tree. Finally, updates of moving objects are processed as described in Section V.A (Line 4).
Algorithm 2 ExTCKNN_Monitoring (t u
After the above steps, objects stored in q.kNN are the latest k nearest neighbors of q if the distances from q to leaf nodes of the expanding tree exceed q.kNN_dist. If the number of objects in q.kNN is less than k, the expanding tree is further expanded by Algorithm 1 (Lines 5-8) .
Function 2-1 is employed to update T obj . For an object in S o , if it moves from one road to another, this object is deleted from the previous road and added to the current road. Meanwhile, information about this object in O encounter has been modified accordingly (Lines 1-2) . For the object o that does not submit update information and is still in the previous road, its moving distances between two update moments are calculated using o.v i × (t u − o.t u ), and its information is updated accordingly. Meanwhile, it is possible for those objects that do not submit update information enter the query tree and become k nearest neighbors. Therefore, the expanding tree and O encounter should be updated. Herein, any object entering roads in the expanding tree are added into O encounter (Lines 3-4).
Function 2-1 HandleObjUpdate(S o , t u )
Input:updated object set S o . Output: updated road network model Steps:
Function 2-2 handles the cases where the query object in S q has moved outside the expanding tree and re-calculate the corresponding k nearest neighbors.
Function 2-2 HandleQueryRemoveUpdate(S q )
Input: updated query object set S q . Output: updated road network model Steps:
if q is not inside T q then 3)
{ DeleteQueryFromTroadIL (q); 4) ExTCKNN_InitKNN(q); } // Delete q from the road that affects it (IL) and re-calculate k nearest neighbor of q Function 2-3 handles cases where the query object in S q is still in the expanding tree. Herein, Lines 1-4 handle updated roads. Line 3 employs Function2-3-1 to delete sub-tress according to variations of weights and maintain k VOLUME 6, 2018 nearest neighbor results of q and the data model (Lines 2-9 in Function2-3-1). For updated query objects in S q that are still in road n i n j of the expanding tree, Line 6 employs Function2-3-1 to establish a new expanding tree (T q ) based on the new location (q new ) of q and delete T q , while maintaining other information (Lines 10-13 in Function2-3-1). Lines 8-12 maintain query results after the moving object updated. If an object belongs to k nearest neighbor set of query object q and leave T q after updated, this object should be deleted from the k nearest neighbor set; otherwise no changes. During the updating process mentioned above, query objects affected by this updating pattern are recorded using Q affected . for each query q ∈ n i n j .IL do 3)
{ DeleteSubTreeAndUpdateDS(q, n i n j ); 4)
Q affected ← Q affected ∪{q}; } 5) for each query q ∈ S q && q ∈ n i n j of T q do // updated query is still in T q 6) {DeleteSubTreeAndUpdateDS(q, n i n j ); 7)
for each query q and o ∈q.kNN do 10)
Q affected ← Q affected ∪{q}; }
E. k NEAREST NEIGHBOR QUERY OF ROAD NETWORKS
After processing by the ExTCKNN algorithm, the latest k nearest neighbors of q have been stored in q.kNN. When a query request is proposed, the current time t and query object set {q} are used as parameters for the monitoring algorithm of ExTCKNN to obtain the newest k nearest neighbor set of q(q.kNN) and return the result directly.
VI. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and validity of the proposed algorithm, a series of experiments have been designed and re-partitioning of time intervals in the CKNN algorithm [13] and OCP algorithm [22] at each updating time is achieved by modifying the proposed data model so that these algorithms can be applied on the proposed data model. The performance comparison of the proposed algorithm and the CKNN and OCP algorithms demonstrates better efficiency and viability of the proposed algorithm, and it is considered to be applied to the real road networks. Our ExTCKNN algorithm is implemented in Java and all the experiments are conducted on a PC running Function 2-3-1 DeleteSubTreeAndUpdateDS(Query q, Road n i n j ) Input: query object to be updated (q), road to be updated (n i n j ). Output: expanding tree (T q ) of q Steps: 1) for each node n ∈ T q do 2) if n i n j .w decreasing then { 3)
if n / ∈SubTree(T q , n j ) && dist(q,n)>dist(q, n j ) then 4) { DeleteSubTree(T q ,SubTree(n)); //Delete sub-trees with n as root 5) DeleteObjectFromkNN(SubTree(n),q.kNN, O encounter ); } }// Delete objects on sub-trees with n as root in k nearest neighbor set of qand O encounter 6) else if n i n j .w increasing then { 7)
if n ∈SubTree(T q , n j )&&dist(q,n)>q.kNN_distthen 8)
{ DeleteSubTree(T q ,SubTree(n)); 9)
DeleteObjectFromkNN(SubTree(n),q.kNN, O encounter ); } } 10) else{ // q is in expanding tree 11)
T q .root ←null; T q .root ← q new ; 12)
q new .child ← SubTree(T q , n j ); // n j is the updated node below q new 13) DeleteTree(T q ); } 14) DeleteQueryFromTroadIL (q); 15) UpdateDistance(T q ); // Update information about the rest nodes in T q 16) UpdatekNN(q.kNN, O encounter ); // Update distance from q to the rest objects of q.kNN and O encounter Windows10 equipped with an Intel Dual E2620 V3 CPU 2.4GHz and 32GB memory.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS
In this study, the experimental dataset was generated using the road network based moving object generator [21] , which uses practical road networks as inputs. The Oldenburg road map was used in the study, and 10∼50k moving objects were generated. Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the dataset. Based on the inputs mentioned above, the parameters of the proposed data model of road networks are set as follows: object speeds are in the range of −20∼20 m/s (negative speed indicates cases that objects move from end point to start point), the initial locations of moving objects follow unified distribution (or Gaussian distribution in the proposed algorithm), the speed limits of roads are in the range of 0∼20 m/s, rules of intersections in road networks are generated randomly. A random 2% of moving objects are regarded as query objects. At each update time, a random 2∼10% of moving objects are updated and a random 2∼10% of query objects are updated. The locations of updated moving objects and updated query objects are determined based on traffic rules and random walk at their current speeds. The initial weights of roads correspond to their lengths, and a random 1∼5% of the road networks are changed by a random value in (−10%)∼(-50%) and (10%)∼(50%) (negative changes denote the weight reduction of the road) at each update moment. A random 10% of varied roads are set to have weights of ∞ as certain roads will be set as one-way in cases such as peak hours. At the same updating time, the moving object set, the query object set, and the update road set shall have at least one set that is not null. Table 4 summarizes the parameters involved in our proposed model.
The effects of these parameters on algorithm performance and accuracy of query results, which refers to the ratio of moments that k nearest neighbor objects are accurately extracted, are evaluated. Only one parameter is a variable in each case (other parameters are set to be defaults) and the average of 10 rounds is defined as the ultimate value. The updating period is five-time units. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the effects of moving objects number on the query time. As we can see, the execution time of both CKNN and OCP algorithms increase while that of ExTCKNN algorithm decreases as the number of moving objects increases. With moving object number < 20k, the moving object distribution is sparse and expanding tree in the ExTCKNN algorithm is relatively large to obtain k nearest neighbor. As a result, the performance of CKNN and OCP algorithm is slightly better than ours'; with moving object number > 20k, the moving object distribution is concentrated and expanding tree in the ExTCKNN algorithm is relatively small (low maintenance cost and considerable candidate objects in O encounter ). Thus, the performance of ExTCKNN algorithm is significantly better than that of CKNN and OCP algorithm. 6 (b) shows the effects of moving objects number on the accuracy of the results. As we can see, the information of all moving objects is maintained in ExTCKNN algorithm. Therefore, the latest k nearest neighbor is always stored in q.kNN, and query results are perfectly accurate. In CKNN and OCP algorithm, however, object motions are viewed as constant speed, and no updates are processed, resulting in poor accuracy. But the accuracy of OCP is better than that of CKNN because the kNN set at each timestamp can be entirely determined by OCP when the moving objects keep fixed speed. Fig. 7 illustrates the effects of the number of updated moving objects on algorithm performance. As we can see in Fig. 7(a) , VOLUME 6, 2018 efficiencies of all the three algorithms decrease as the number of updated moving objects increases. In ExTCKNN, increasing the number of updated moving objects facilitates the expanding process of the expanding tree; in CKNN and OCP, time intervals of the updated objects need to be re-partitioned. Besides, the efficiency degradation is more severe for CKNN algorithm in this case. The objects entering the expanding tree and those exiting approached an equilibrium when the number of updated moving objects saturates. Hence, the maintenance cost of expanding tree in ExTCKNN algorithm shows no significant variations. Overall, the execution time of ExTCKNN is 30∼100% and 15%∼40% less than that of CKNN and OCP algorithms, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , as the number of updated moving objects increases, the accuracy of ExTCKNN stays at 100%, while that of CKNN and OCP algorithms degrades significantly. The reason is that the accuracy of time interval partitioning in these two algorithms degraded while the number of updated moving objects grows. Fig. 8 illustrates the effects of updated query objects number on algorithm performance. As shown in Fig. 8 (a) , the effects of updated query objects number on execution time are significant for ExTCKNN algorithm. In most cases, query object updates will induce regeneration or an expansion of the expanding tree in ExTCKNN algorithm, resulting in reduced efficiency. However, the execution time of ExTCKNN algorithm is still less than that of CKNN and OCP algorithms. As shown in Fig. 8 (b) , the accuracy of CKNN algorithm degrades to 65% as the number of updated query objects increases. During its updating, the query object is not maintained by CKNN algorithm, resulting in reduced accuracy. Moreover, the accuracy of CKNN algorithm further degraded as the updating frequency increases. In contrast, ExTCKNN algorithm maintains a high accuracy in all cases. Meanwhile, the accuracy of OCP algorithm degrades to 90% as the number of updated query objects increases. This can be explained that the moving objects processed increase slowly by their moving_State value, resulting in low accuracy. Fig. 9 illustrates the effects of the updated road number on algorithm performance. As observed in Fig. 9 (a) , road update has a significant impact on the execution time of these three algorithms. This can be attributed to the fact that certain sub-trees in the expanding tree are deleted, and the expanding tree is further expanded. This is particularly true when the road weight is specified to ∞. For the CKNN and OCP algorithm, a significant number of time intervals shall be re-partitioned without previous information available. Meanwhile, the moving_State of all moving objects shall be updated in OCP algorithm. As observed in Fig. 9 (b) , the accuracy of CKNN and OCP algorithms degrades significantly as the updated road number increases. One reason is that these two algorithms can barely process cases with road update. When the road weight is set to ∞, partitioning of the time intervals cannot be achieved by these algorithms. Fig. 10 illustrates the effects of k on algorithm performance. As shown in Fig. 10 , the performances of these three algorithms degrade as k increases, but it is more severe for both CKNN and OCP algorithms. This can be attributed to the increasing of expanding tree in the ExTCKNN algorithm induced by increasing k. In this case, considerable candidate objects have been stored in O encounter so that the continuous query can be accelerated. However, there is no similar mechanism to stimulate query in CKNN and OCP algorithms.
B. EFFECTS OF MOVING OBJECT NUMBER
C. EFFECTS OF THE UPDATED MOVING OBJECT NUMBER
D. EFFECTS OF UPDATED QUERY OBJECT NUMBER
E. EFFECTS OF UPDATED ROAD NUMBER
F. EFFECTS OF K ON ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
The experimental results demonstrate that ExTCKNN algorithm is superior to OCP and it is optimized for CKNN algorithm. The mechanism of expanding tree is reliable and helpful for monitoring the continuous k nearest neighbor queries in road networks and complex transportation networks.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The kNN query of moving objects in road networks has been an active topic in recent years. Most previous studies achieved kNN of moving object in road networks by simply converting Euclidean distance to the road network distance without considering practical conditions of road networks (e.g., road rules).
Highlighted by the discussion above, we propose a data model of road networks that combines practical road networks and a novel continuous k nearest neighbor monitoring algorithm for road networks based on this model. The proposed algorithm consists of three phases: the initial query results and expanding tree are obtained in the initialization phase, moving objects and road variations are processed in the monitoring phase (the k nearest neighbor updating is accelerated based on the information about expanding tree), and the latest k nearest neighbor of query object is obtained in the query phase based on its latest location. Extensive experiments have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is a viable and effective query algorithm that is applicable in road networks and it exhibits great advantages on effectiveness and accuracy beyond the state-of-the-arts.
One important future extension of this work can be directed toward distributing the computation load at the expanding tree to multiple servers. Since the tree structure divides the network space into the non-overlapping region and our algorithm are simple to be implemented. Another extension may include the expansion of the proposed method to cases involving constraints-based nearest neighbor monitoring of road networks.
